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ABSTRACT
The slowing and forecasted end of Moore’s Law have forced design-
ers to look beyond simply adding transistors, encouraging them to
employ other unused resources as a manner to increase chip per-
formance. At the same time, in recent years, inter-die interconnect
technologies made a huge leap forward, dramatically increasing the
available bandwidth. While the end of Moore’s Law will inevitably
slow down the performance advances of single-die setups, inter-
connect technologies will likely continue to scale. We envision a
future where designers must create ways to exploit interconnect
utilization for better system performance.

As an example of a feature that converts interconnect utilization
into performance, we present Meduza – a write-update coherence
protocol for future chiplet systems. Meduza extends previous write-
update protocols to systems with multi-level cache hierarchies.
Meduza improves execution speed in our benchmark suite by 19%
when compared to the MESIF coherence protocol on a chiplet-
based system. Moreover, Meduza promises even more advantages
in future systems. This work shows that by exploiting excess in-
terconnect bandwidth, there is significant potential for additional
performance in modern and future chiplet systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Interconnection archi-
tectures; Multicore architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The approaching demise of Moore’s Law [43] has forced chip de-
signers to search for performance by leveraging techniques and
resources beyond what can be provided solely due to increased
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Figure 1: An illustration of the expected future improve-
ments in the interconnect and transistor technologies. The
mismatch between inter-chip bandwidth and transistor den-
sity advancements is expected to grow as time progresses.
Researchers need to start thinking now about how they can
convert interconnect bandwidth into systems’ performance.

transistor count. By exploring and exploiting resources that are un-
derutilized in current designs or that are on an increasing trajectory,
computer architects can continue increasing performance even in
the face of stagnant transistor scaling. One promising resource that
has traditionally been judiciously conserved, which bears reconsid-
eration in a post-Moore’s Law setting, is inter-chip, inter-die, and
off-chip interconnect bandwidth.

Indeed, the slowdown of Moore’s Law foreshadows the lim-
ited computational resources achievable in a single-die setting.
At the same time, novel packaging technologies including silicon
bridges [51, 85], TSVs [84], interposers [12, 48, 49], organic pack-
ages [6, 60] together with superior channel coding standards [42,
60, 65, 75] have collectively enabled increasing inter-chip, inter-die,
and off-chip bandwidth. The promise of chip-to-chip optical inter-
connects [13, 27, 74] may play an even bigger role in increasing
future chip-to-chip bandwidth.

Fig. 1 shows these two trends graphically. Their combination
will likely lead to a future, where chips with conventional ar-
chitectures will not be able to utilize the available channel
bandwidth to its full potential. This context poses an essential
question to researchers from both academia and industry: how can
we effectively convert the excessive interconnect bandwidth
into better performance in our future systems?
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One of the answers given by the field in the past five years is the
extensive usage of accelerators, especially in data centers. However,
specialized hardware like TPUs [1], GPUs [45], and FPGAs [70] an-
swer this question only partially. They require wide communication
channels for effective data movement to/from the host machine,
but they do not help with general-purpose tasks.

Another trend is the rise in the popularity of chiplet designs. Mul-
tiple manufacturers have transitioned their top-of-the-line products
to chiplets [4, 14, 60]. The concept of chiplets is not new. However,
in these new circumstances, this old idea becomes very powerful.
New high-bandwidth, low-latency interconnects let these parti-
tioned designs act as one without serious performance degradation.
Multi-chiplet systems are a general concept applicable to all sorts
of computational mechanisms: CPUs, GPUs, accelerators, etc. In
this paradigm, any feature that trades off performance for increased
interconnect utilization can be generalized to all hardware designs.

In this work, we present our vision for the future of inter-chip
interconnects and chiplet systems. We analyze the current technolo-
gies and make predictions about the future of these technologies.
We argue that future advances in interconnects are an interest-
ing and important way for engineers to continue the performance
scaling of their designs.

As an example of howwe can utilize this opportunity, we present
Meduza – a write-update coherence protocol for future multi-
chiplet systems. Like chiplets, write-update protocols were dis-
carded in the past due to their high bandwidth requirements. And
like chiplets, this technology becomes more viable and efficient
with modern on-package interconnects. Meduza adapts the existing
write-update coherence protocols to work in a multi-level cache
hierarchy. It eliminates coherence misses from the last-level caches
(LLCs) at the expense of high interconnect usage. The concept of
write-update protocols is not new [7]; however, like with chiplet
systems, the demise of Moore’s Law and the trend of increasing
inter-die bandwidth precipitates a re-evaluation of cache coherence
protocols.

Indeed, the majority of the modern multicore CPUs choose write-
invalidate protocols, and in particular, they employ some variation
of the MESI [64] protocol as write-invalidate protocols to save
cache-to-cache bandwidth. In this work, we critically re-evaluate
the choice of using write-invalidate over write-update protocols in
the context of modern and future multi-chiplet systems.

We evaluate Meduza compared to MESIF coherence primarily
in the context of the available bandwidth of multi-chiplet systems
similar in structure to current AMD EPYC systems. Meduza beats
invalidation protocols in our benchmark suite by 19% with current
32 bytes/cycle interconnects and by 22% with future 256 bytes/cycle
interconnects.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Interconnect Technologies
The end of Moore’s Law forces designers to look for performance
increases in areas other than transistor density and speed. One such
area is inter-chip, inter-die, and off-chip interconnect bandwidth.

In off-chip space, both DRAM and PCIe standards have shown
fast scaling in the past, and their roadmaps promise to deliver more
in the future [37, 86]. On the one hand, this trend is ensured by the
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Figure 2: Three categories of on-package interconnects

steady development of communication channel characteristics and
advanced encoding schemes [75]. On the other hand, interconnect
bandwidth is driven by the demands of modern data centers. Accel-
erators, GPUs, NICs, and NVMe storage are all now common parts
of servers [1, 45]. These devices require more and more available
data throughput each year, and designers are willing to allocate
more system costs to this. For example, Intel used a package with
3647 pins for Skylake servers in 2017, 4189 pins for Ice Lake servers
in 2020, and 4677 pins for Sapphire Rapids servers in 2022 [55, 56].
This amount to almost a 30% increase in pin count in five years.
Given that these chips have roughly equal power requirements,
we can assume that the added pins are used for data transmission
and not power delivery. Another indication of this is that Intel has
increased the number of PCIe lanes from 48 to 64 and the number
of memory channels from 6 to 8. In parallel, during this period, Intel
transitioned from PCIe 3.0 to PCIe 5.0 and from DDR4 to DDR5.
This illustrates that manufacturers are able and willing to provide
more and more data throughput in new chips.

However, the most significant trend in the domain of chip com-
munication in recent years is the development and proliferation of
on-package interconnects. Their biggest difference from off-chip
connections is much higher bandwidth and lower communication
latency. The academia-proposed on-package silicon photonics can
enhance interconnect properties even more radically in the fu-
ture [28]. These interconnects, however, come with a higher pro-
duction cost and stricter requirements for the distance between
connected chips [59]. They fall broadly into three different cate-
gories.

2.1.1 Substrate Interconnect. In chips with substrate interconnect,
the dies are connected to each other using a high-density redistribu-
tion layer (RDL) inside the substrate to create Multi-Chip Modules
(MCMs) [59]. The high-level organization of such chips is shown in
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Fig. 2a. Substrate interconnect is the cheapest of the three technolo-
gies because it does not require additional layers for connectivity
like interposers or bridges. The downside is the relatively low wire
density.

AMD uses organic substrate interconnects in their EPYC and
Ryzen CPU lineups in combination with Infinity Fabric On-Package
(IFOP) that was designed specifically for on-package connections [60].
Together, they provide 6.4 Gb/s per pin, with an energy consump-
tion of 2 pJ per bit.

2.1.2 Interposer Interconnect. Interposers are used in so-called
2.5D stacking [39]. Its high-level idea is shown in Fig. 2b. Multiple
dies are put on top of an intermediate high-density RDL interposer,
which is in turn located on top of a chip substrate. The interposer
can be made from various materials, including silicon, organic
material, or glass [44]. Moving data signals to a separate routing
level help achieve a lower wire pitch. Other connections, including
power and ground, are routed directly to dies through the interposer
using through-interposer vias (TIVs), or through-silicon vias (TSVs)
in the case of silicon interposers.

Silicon interposers are an important subclass of interposers. In
this technology, RDL is formed inside another die during tape-out.
This die can be either active (with device layers) or passive. Typi-
cally, it is made passive and is manufactured in an older technology
node (e.g. 65nm) to increase the yields [39]. Silicon interposers are
important because signals routed through silicon have even lower
wire pitch and therefore allow for higher densities and bandwidths.

TSMChas two versions of interposer technology: Chip-on-Wafer-
on-Substrate (CoWoS) [12] for the “chip-last” assembly flow and
Integrated Fan-Out (InFO) [49] for the “chip-first” assembly flow. In
conjunction with TSMC’s Low-voltage-IN-Package-INterCONnect
(LIPINCON) [48], CoWoS can provide data rates up to 8 Gb/s per
pin, 1.6 Mb/s per squared micrometer, with energy consumption of
0.56 pJ per bit, and InFO achieves bandwidth up to 2.8 Gb/s per pin,
0.3 Mb/s per micrometer squared, and energy consumption of 0.42
pJ per bit [49].

2.1.3 Silicon Bridge Interconnect. The biggest downside of 2.5D
stacking is the fact that all active dies must be located on top of
the interposer. This means that the total area of the active dies
must be smaller than the interposer’s area, limiting the amount
of computation achievable with 2.5D stacking. Moreover, this also
means that the interposer must have a large area to accommodate
all active dies, making it an expensive approach.

One of the ways of dealing with this problem is using localized
interposers, called bridges [85]. A high-level diagram of a system
with a silicon bridge is shown in Fig. 2c. Instead of using one large
monolithic interposer, a couple of smaller interposers are located
only in places where they are needed. This approach enables re-
moving the limit on the total active die area of the chip and cuts
down manufacturing costs.

Intel’s version of silicon bridge is called Embedded Multi-die
Interconnect Bridge (EMIB) [32]. A combination of EMIB with
Intel’s Advanced Interface Bus (AIB) [42] can provide up to 2 Gb/s
of bandwidth per wire, 1.5 Mb/s per micrometer squared, with
energy consumption of 0.85 pJ per bit.

TSMC’s competitors for EMIB are InFO-L for “chip-first” assem-
bly and CoWoS-L for “chip-last” assembly [85]. Currently, there is

no information available about their bandwidth and energy charac-
teristics.

All the technologies described in this section enable the through-
puts not achievable before and promise to deliver more performance
in the future [66, 85].

2.2 Multi-chiplet Design
With Moore’s Law approaching its predicted end, it is becoming
more and more challenging for chip designers to increase the per-
formance of the circuits and the number of transistors at the same
rate as was achieved in the last 40 years. For example, Intel’s new
advanced 10nm node was delayed multiple times and started large-
scale chip fabrication only in 2019, three years later than the com-
pany initially promised to its investors [33]. This caused a massive
delay in the release of the Ice Lake architecture to the market. An-
other example of such issues is the decision of GlobalFoundries to
stop the development of smaller feature sizes altogether [3].

In these circumstances, chip designers are forced to exploit new,
sophisticated designs to allow for higher transistor counts without
chip cost increase. One of these popular designs is the multi-chiplet
design, where the circuit is implemented across multiple smaller
dies, called chiplets. Smaller die size provides higher yields and
lower chip costs. Moreover, the multi-chiplet design allows fabri-
cating chips with a total silicon area larger than is possible with
monolithic chip architecture due to the reticle size limit. Multi-
chiplet architecture is not a new idea, but modern, on-package
interconnects with lower latency, energy, and congestion penalties
of moving data between different dies make it more feasible and
effective now.

Multiple modern designs use a multi-chiplet approach, including:

• Intel’s Sapphire Rapids, Ponte Vecchio, and Stratix 10 plat-
forms use EMIB [14, 15, 32]

• AMD Instinct GPUs use AMD’s proprietary silicon bridge
technology called Elevated Fanout Bridge (EFB) [76], which
looks similar to TSMC’s InFO-L

• AMD EPYC and Ryzen CPUs use organic substrate intercon-
nects [59]

• Apple M1 Ultra SoCs use their proprietary UltraFusion tech-
nology [4]

• IBM Telum CPUs have a dual-die design with undisclosed
interconnect technology [36]

• Nvidia proposed the use of organic substrate interconnects
for multi-chiplet GPUs [6]

The biggest downside of this approach is the inter-die latency.
There still exists some penalty for crossing die boundaries, and
the data movement does not happen as fast as inside monolithic
silicon [39, 50]. AMD EPYC CPUs are a good demonstration of this.
The core-to-core latency between cores on the same chiplet is about
20 ns and about 140 ns for cores on different chiplets [24].

2.3 Write-Update Coherence Protocols
A majority of the modern multicore CPUs employ some modi-
fication of the MESI (Illinois) [64] coherence protocol. This is a
write-invalidate protocol [78]: on a write to a shared cache line,
all other copies are invalidated. The opposite behavior would be
to update all the other copies with the new value. Protocols like
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Figure 3: State transitions that happen during a write to a
shared line. Write-invalidate protocols invalidate copies in
other caches, and write-update protocols broadcast changes
to other caches.

this are called write-update. Fig. 3 shows the transitions that hap-
pen during memory writes in write-invalidate and write-update
systems. Write-update protocols utilize significantly more inter-
connect bandwidth to eliminate coherence misses from the system.
This works especially well in systems with constant data migration,
such as applications written in a producer-consumer paradigm [78].

The two original write-update protocols are Firefly [82] and
Dragon [7]. Newer write-update protocols make changes to adapt
this paradigm to multi-level caches [31] or ccNUMA systems [21,
40, 41]. Most of the new works in the space focus on conserving
the used bandwidth by making the protocol either adaptive or
hybrid [2, 23, 25, 26, 30, 61, 67]. Ultimately, write-update protocols
never achieved wide adoption because of their prohibitively high
interconnect bandwidth demands.

3 HIGH-BANDWIDTH INTERCONNECTS FOR
PERFORMANCE SCALING

Considering the approaching end of Moore’s Law, it becomes clear
that researchers and designersmust look forways to increase perfor-
mance that does not depend on transistor density in future chips. At
the same time, the Heterogeneous Integration Roadmap (HIR) [18]
from IEEE Electronics Packaging Society (EPS) predicts that the pro-
liferation of high-bandwidth on-package interconnects described
above will continue in the future. They argue that the bandwidth
density of these interconnects will double or triple every two years,
creating an equivalent of Moore’s Law for on-package intercon-
nects. Intel and TSMC have similar plans for their interconnect
technologies [66, 85]. The promise of on-package photonic inter-
connects [28] makes us even more confident that the on-package
interconnect bandwidth will not be a problem in the future. From
a computer architecture perspective, this means that there will be
an eventual mismatch between the amount of available inter-chip
bandwidth and the ability to utilize it. Therefore, we argue that
researchers should start thinking now about ways to convert
the on-package interconnect throughput into performance
increase.

There is ultimately no single answer to this question. For exam-
ple, a possible solution is the usage of specialized accelerators. In
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Figure 4: State transition diagram for Meduza coherence pro-
tocol. Compared to Dragon, Meduza introduces the Stale (ST)
state. The most recent updates to the cache line in this state
have not yet reached the LLC. During the bus read, a write-
back precedes the request execution.

this case, the interconnect bandwidth is used to move data to the
more optimal computational engines. Another example is multi-
chiplet architecture: interconnects are used to allow a higher total
core count per chip. Multi-chiplet architecture is also an example of
a previously discarded idea, becoming more feasible and valuable
in a modern setting with on-package interconnects.

Likewise, write-update protocols have been discarded before
due to their high bandwidth demands and low impact on perfor-
mance in single-die SoCs. However, they are a perfect candidate
for multi-chiplet systems. At the expense of increased inter-die
channel utilization (which we previously discussed as growing for
future systems), it can eliminate coherence cache misses and re-
move the data movement between coherent caches from a memory
request’s critical path. This can potentially have a huge impact
in multi-chiplet systems, where there is a relatively high latency
penalty for crossing the die boundary.

3.1 Meduza Coherence Protocol
The rest of this section describesMeduza - a write-update coherence
protocol for future multi-chiplet systems. This is our example of
how engineers can convert interconnect bandwidth into system
performance. Meduza is built on top of the Dragon [7] protocol to
support coherence in multi-level cache systems. Meduza is neither
adaptive nor hybrid for the reason described above: future multi-
chiplet systems do not need to preserve bandwidth in inter-die links.
Fig. 4 shows the state transition diagram of the Meduza protocol.

Meduza deals with three main challenges for write-update pro-
tocols used in the multi-level cache hierarchy. The first challenge
is the consistency model of the system. Meduza employs a 2-phase
commit (2PC) to support a Total Store Order (TSO) consistency
model in the system. During 2PC, the writing cache first obtains
exclusive ownership of the cache line to perform a write in the first
phase and then propagates the updated data across the system in
the second phase. The second challenge arises from cache updates
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Figure 5: Example of line invalidation happening in the cache
closer to the core during an interconnect-side update. Cache
line states are defined in Fig. 4.

coming from the interconnect side making data in caches closer to
the core stale. Meduza reuses the solution from previous work on
multi-level cache coherence [31] and invalidates all caches closer to
the core during interconnect side updates. Fig. 5 shows an example
of such invalidation.

The third challenge for write-update protocols is the write-back
policy. This policy is usually employed in modern CPUs in at least
one of the cache levels to save cache bandwidth. The write-back
policy is incompatible with write-update protocols because, with
write-back, the memory writes do not reach LLC immediately.With-
out additional modifications to the write policy, new writes are not
observed in the other cores, and coherence is not maintained in the
system. Previous works assume that all caches except for the LLC
employ the write-through policy. However, this design excessively
pollutes the write ports of LLCs with unnecessary writes.

The solution we came up with is to apply a write-through policy
only to the shared lines. We call this policy write-select. Fig. 6
shows examples of this write-select functionality. This approach is
similar to the Dynamic Write-Policy mechanism used in VIPS [69].
However, in the case of VIPS, it is used to simplify coherence in
clustered cache hierarchies and is not used in the context of write-
update protocols.

Write-select allows us to use the resources more efficiently while
delivering only needed lines to the LLC. This happens at the expense
of an additional Stale (ST) state, which denotes a cache line with
stale data. Fig. 4 shows that when another core tries to fetch the line
in the Stale state from some other cache, that line is first written
back to its LLC and only then propagated further into the requesting
core.

The performance of write-through and write-select options is
shown in Fig. 7. Write-select policy delivers almost identical perfor-
mance to the write-through policy. Small performance degradation
in particular benchmarks is caused by fetching lines in the ST state
(shown in Fig. 6c). At the same time, the number of writes is an
order of magnitude lower, and in this regard, write-select behaves
much like write-back and allows the system to save large amounts
of cache write bandwidth. Therefore,we chose write-select as the
write policy forMeduza. Readers can refer to Sec. 4 for evaluation
details.

4 EVALUATION
This section describes the evaluation details and shows that Meduza
is a good fit for multi-chiplet systems and indeed helps achieve bet-
ter performance by employing more inter-chiplet communication.
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Figure 6: Examples of write-select functioning. Orange ar-
rows show the data propagation through the system. Cache
line states are defined in Fig. 4.

4.1 Evaluation Details
We evaluate Meduza in a multi-chiplet system with a structure
similar to that of AMD EPYC Milan-X [24] chips. It implements a
chiplet design: groups of 8 cores are located on different physical
dies (Fig. 8); these groups are called Core Complexes (CCX). All
CCXes are connected to the Input/Output (IO) die. It routes the
data between CCXes, memory controllers, and IO ports. The system
directory is located inside the IO die.

This design comeswith a cost of relatively high data transmission
latency between chiplets. To partially mitigate this effect, cores
from the same CCX share one large L3 cache, which allows for a
much faster exchange between cores on one CCX. However, this
optimization does not help with data movement between cores
on different CCXes. In all further experiments, we compare this
configuration using the traditional MESIF protocol and the novel
Meduza protocol. The evaluated baseline system’s parameters are
listed in Table 1.

We use the PriME simulator [29] to evaluate the proposed so-
lution. PriME is a parallel simulator similar to Sniper [17] and
Graphite [54]. Being a classic parallel simulator, PriME trades off
some accuracy (about 12% total average error relative to native exe-
cution [29]) in exchange for high execution speed and the ability to
model systems with high core counts. PriME can vary many system
parameters such as cache sizes, system topologies, latencies, and
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Figure 8: Logical layout of the studied system. Only four out
of eight CCXes are shown to preserve space.

throughputs without changing source code or recompilation, allow-
ing us to see the parameters’ influences on achieved results. The
coherence simulation logic was modified to include a write-update
option. This also includes changes for the write-select feature (see
Sec. 3). We used benchmarks from three different benchmark suites
and formed them into two groups based on their characteristics.

The HPC group consists of the NAS Parallel Benchmark suite
(NPB3.4-OMP) [8] and Graph500 benchmark [58]. NPB3.4-OMP
is a benchmark suite of HPC applications. It scales well with the
number of cores and employs various communication strategies
across benchmarks. Graph500 is a benchmark consisting of graph
applications. It was specifically designed to stress the memory and
communication systems of supercomputers. Because our solution
concentrates specifically on inter-core communication in CPUs, we
expect this benchmark to perform particularly well with Meduza.

The second group consists of benchmarks from PARSEC 3.0 [87].
PARSEC 3.0 is a general benchmark suite for multicore CPUs. It
does not focus on particular execution characteristics and imitates
the behavior of various multithreaded programs from both server
and client segments. We excluded dedup, ferret, and facesim bench-
marks because their simulation requires more memory than our
computational system provides.

Table 1: Parameters of the studied system

Parameter Value

Non-memory IPC 2
Store buffer entries 128
Number of cores 64
# of cache levels 3
L1 latency, cycles 4
L1 size, KB 32
L2 latency, cycles 12
L2 size, MB 0.5
L3 latency, cycles 40
L3 size (per core), MB 12
LLC type Shared inside CCX
Coherence Protocol MESIF/Meduza
Interconnect Topology Crossbar
Interconnect Latency, cycles/hop 150
Interconnect BW, B/c 32
DRAM latency, cycles 300

4.2 Upper-Bound Performance
We first measure the “upper bound” performance of Meduza ver-
sus a conventional MESIF protocol. The system in this study uses
the baseline parameters, except in the inter-chiplet interconnect
links. This study does not model interconnect congestion, effec-
tively simulating links with “unlimited” bandwidth to find an upper
bound.

The relative performance of Meduza in this system compared to
MESIF is shown in Fig. 9. Meduza reduces the execution time by
up to 96%, with a geometric mean performance increase of 22%. As
expected, these gains stem from the significant increase in LLC hit
rate: +22% on average. It is also worth noting that our simulations
show no statistically significant changes in the behavior of L1 and
L2 caches.

In general, Meduza provides the best performance when evalu-
ated with HPC applications. A separate analysis of the HPC suite
shows a 29% decrease in execution time and a 24% LLC hit rate
increase. Other applications show slightly worse results, as the
PARSEC benchmarks experience only a 19% increase in LLC hit
rate, which translates to a 14% performance increase on average.

The result of the streamcluster benchmark stands out in par-
ticular because the online clustering problem algorithm involves
constant data exchanges between threads when transitioning be-
tween iterations. In this case, the Meduza protocol propagates the
updates to the shared line immediately after the write and removes
the coherence actions from the critical path on the next read. Thus,
streamcluster is an excellent example of the advantages that Meduza
provides over MESIF.

Fig. 10 shows the same upper bound experiment with varying
core count. The core count is changed by adding or removing
chiplets from the system, making the LLC-to-core ratio constant.
The left part of the chart shows the reduction in execution time
in all benchmarks. In general, Meduza works better in larger-scale
systems. Results vary from a 12% performance increase in a 16-core
system to a 22% performance increase in a 64-core system. This
trend is seen more clearly when concentrating on HPC applications
that scale better: performance scales from +14% for a 16-core system
to +29% for a 64-core system. Results for PARSEC benchmarks scale
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Figure 9: Meduza gain relative to MESIF in “bandwidth-unconstrained” system: the congestion in inter-chiplet links is not
simulated. Runtime and LLC hit rate differences are shown in % on the left y-axis, and interconnect traffic difference is shown
on the right y-axis. Runtime and traffic are aggregated with the geometric mean, and hit rate - with arithmetic.
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Figure 10: Meduza performance increase relative to MESIF with a varying number of cores. The right part of the chart shows
the gains in relative performance, and the left – in LLC hit rate.

worse due to their limited general scalability [35, 77]. The right
part of the chart shows the LLC hit rate increase in all benchmarks.
Hit rate difference numbers correlate with performance difference
numbers. This again confirms that Meduza outperforms MESIF due
to a lower number of coherence misses.

There are two main reasons why the performance of Meduza
scales with the number of cores. First, bigger systems have larger
LLCs, allowing the system to retain more shared data in on-chip
memory. In contrast, with a smaller LLC, more data is kept in off-
chip memory, and its access time does not depend on coherence
protocol. Second, more cores in the system mean more competition
for the shared lines and worse performance with write-invalidate.

This experiment clearly shows that the advantage of write-
update protocols scales with the system size. As more cores
are integrated into future systems, we expect Meduza to provide
an even larger advantage over MESIF.

4.3 Performance vs Interconnect Latency
Fig. 11 shows how interconnect latency affects the performance of
Meduza when compared to MESIF. The miss-penalty in this study

grows proportionally to the interconnect latency, making coher-
ence misses more expensive and MESIF performance worse. For
example, the difference between Meduza and MESIF in streamclus-
ter benchmark in the system with interconnect latency of 40 cycles
equals 60%, and with interconnect latency of 320 cycles equals
114%. On average, these differences equal 9% and 28%, respectively.
As described in previous sections, Meduza hides latency between
cores by proactively replicating data at the expense of interconnect
bandwidth.

In the future, we expect that larger systems will integrate more
chiplets [57], and this will increase the average interconnect length
and latencies. This means that Meduza’s advantage will be even
larger in the upcoming systems. In general, write-update protocols
help build more disaggregated systems, as long as their intercon-
nects possess enough bandwidth.

4.4 Performance vs Interconnect Throughput
As of this point, all the results were obtained by using an upper-
bound model of the interconnects that does not model link con-
gestion. In this subsection, we analyze how the performance of
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Figure 11: Meduza performance increase relative to MESIF with varying interconnect latency.
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Figure 12: Meduza performance relative to MESIF with varying bandwidth of inter-chiplet interconnect.

write-update protocols changes when using different bandwidth
interconnects. We use a simulator built-in congestion model based
on queueing theory.

Fig. 12 shows the real-world results with interconnect conges-
tion modeling enabled. The chart shows how the performance of
Meduza gradually increases in each benchmark with increasing
interconnect bandwidth. For example, in the integer sorting (is)
benchmark, the difference between Meduza and MESIF is 9 times
higher with 128 bytes/cycle interconnect compared to the differ-
ence with 16 bytes/cycle interconnect. On average, performance
difference increases from +15% with 16 bytes/cycle interconnect
to +22% difference with 256 bytes/cycle interconnect. This result is
again clearer in the HPC suite than in the PARSEC suite.

It is notable that even with the current inter-chiplet band-
width of about 32 bytes/cycle available inmodernMCM chips
likeAMDEPYC,write-update shows better performance than
write-invalidate. At the same time, more advanced interconnect
technologies (like silicon interposers or silicon bridges) can pro-
vide more bandwidth density and allow extraction of more perfor-
mance using write-update protocols. Moreover, an even larger per-
formance advantage can be achieved in the future with further
advancements in interconnect technologies and the widening of

bandwidth-transistor density disparity fueled by the ending/slowing
of Moore’s Law.

We find it interesting that even a 16 bytes/cycle interconnect
allows for better performance with Meduza. Practically, this
means that the on-package interconnects in contemporary
systems are underutilized and this presents an opportunity
for further optimizations.

4.5 Interconnect Energy Measurements
To estimate the interconnect energy difference betweenMeduza and
MESIF, we measured the difference in interconnect traffic when
using these two protocols (Fig. 9). The estimates below do not
include additional energy from increased cache writes.

The system interconnect transmits eight times more data with
Meduza than with MESIF on average. Two factors contribute to this:
first, repeated writes to the shared lines all initiate data transmission
on the interconnect, and second, these transmissions contain the
full 64 bytes of the modified line.

We can estimate how much the added traffic affects chip power
by using the following formula:

Δ𝐸

𝐸
=
𝐸𝑏𝑖𝑡 · Δ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐

𝑇𝐷𝑃 · 𝑡 ,

where
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• Δ𝐸 is the change in chip energy consumption,
• 𝐸𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the energy cost of transferring 1 bit across on-package
interconnect and equals 2 pJ for our system [60],

• Δ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓 𝑓 𝑖𝑐 is the amount of traffic added by Meduza,
• 𝐸 is the full energy chip consumedwhile executing the bench-
mark,

• 𝑇𝐷𝑃 is the thermal design power of the chip and equals 280
Watts for our system [24],

• 𝑡 is the time to execute the benchmark.

Using these numbers and simulator measurements, we estimate
that the added traffic increases chip power by up to 2%, and by 0.4%
on average.

Our estimates show that Meduza provides reasonable perfor-
mance/power trade-off in multi-chiplet systems on average. How-
ever, for some benchmarks (e.g. x264 from the PARSEC benchmark
suite) the increased traffic provides almost no additional perfor-
mance. This might be a reason to consider enhancing Meduza to
support adaptive behavior. In this case, Meduza could switch be-
tween write-update and write-invalidate depending on the type
of workload currently running. The idea of adaptive behavior is
not new, but in previous works, it was considered a way to avoid
losing performance in programs where interconnect bandwidth is
not enough for write-update protocol. However, we show in this
paper that for modern systems, this is usually not necessary.

4.6 Discussion
The results we have presented in this section demonstrate that
using underutilized interconnects is a productive way to increase
performance in future systems made in a Post-Moore’s law era. In
particular, write-update policies are a great candidate for multi-
chiplet systems.

The bandwidth sensitivity study shows that the required inter-
connect bandwidth is not as high as we could expect. Currently,
available bandwidth in MCM systems allows for a 19% performance
increase, close to the upper bound of 22% achieved in a theoretical
system with ‘unlimited‘ interconnect bandwidth.

The benefits of switching to write-update protocols will
be even larger for future systems. New architectures will have
increasingly higher core counts, which inevitably will lead to more
disaggregation and higher intra-chiplet latencies. As we discussed
in Sec. 3, interconnect bandwidth is expected to continue to grow.
We have shown that all these parameters increase the performance
of write-update protocols against write-invalidate. Write-update
will continue to be the best solution for coherence protocols in the
future.

5 RELATEDWORK
5.1 Post-Moore’s Law Performance Scaling
The approaching end of Moore’s Law is forcing researchers to
think about systematic ways to increase the performance of future
computational systems.

One such approach is the extensive use of specialized accelerators
for various tasks. There have been proposals for specialized architec-
tures for machine learning [20, 38], graph processing [19, 34, 62, 63],
genome sequencing [79], database processing [83], zero-knowledge
proofs [88], array sorting [46, 71], and more. Many researchers

advocate for open-source hardware as a way to increase the pace
of innovation in the post-Moore’s Law era [9–11, 22, 47, 52, 53, 72].
Another idea for future scaling is the usage of new technologies like
GaAs [73], quantum computing [80], or cryogenic computing [16].

Employing high-bandwidth interconnects for performance en-
hancements is orthogonal to all these ideas and can be used together
with accelerators, open-source hardware, or new device technolo-
gies.

5.2 Write-Update Coherence Protocols
The Dragon protocol [7] and the Firefly protocol [82] were devel-
oped and evaluated around the same time in the 1980s for machines
of that time. Notably, the interconnect bandwidth of those machines
is limited to only 2 bytes per clock cycle since cores were located
on separate chips. More recent works on cache coherence protocols
concentrate on hybrid/adaptive designs or usage in accelerators.

Meduza is based on the Dragon protocol. However, in contrast
to both Firefly and Dragon, Meduza includes support for multi-
level cache hierarchies in the form of the write-select policy. More-
over, this paper provides a comprehensive performance analysis of
Meduza for modern and future multi-chiplet systems, which does
not exist for both Firefly and Dragon.

Grahn et. al [31] propose a write-update solution for newer chips
with multi-level cache subsystems. However, they consider a write-
through policy as the only solution to write-update challenges in
multi-level systems. In contrast, this work proposes a write-select
write policy and performs a quantitative comparison to determine
the optimal solution to be used in Meduza. Moreover, unlike [31],
our work provides evaluation for novel multi-chiplet systems.

Much of the research that uses write-update policy focuses on
adaptive/hybrid protocols, which have characteristics of both write-
update and write-invalidate protocols and/or change their behavior
depending on the characteristics of executed workload [2, 23, 25,
26, 30, 61, 67]. More recent works [21, 40, 41] base their design on
newer ccNUMA systems.

Unlike all these protocols, Meduza is neither hybrid nor adaptive,
making it easier to implement and reason about. Instead, Meduza is
designed to be the best coherence protocol for systems with high-
bandwidth interconnects. Write-update protocols always operate
with a lower number of coherence misses; having enough through-
put in the interconnect it always outperforms hybrid and adaptive
approaches. As we have shown in Sec. 4, making protocol adaptive
or hybrid does not make it perform better in future chips because
they possess enough bandwidth in the interconnects to make write-
update protocol an optimal choice in every application in terms
of execution time. Moreover, these protocols are evaluated only in
monolithic systems, whereas Meduza is evaluated in multi-chiplet
systems.

Another recent work makes a similar argument but for using a
write-update protocol in disaggregated systems [89]. The authors
use write-update to enhance performance in systems with Next
Generation Last Level Caches (NG-LLCs) - large caches based on
DRAM technology with high capacities and high latencies. Unlike
this previous work, Meduza targets multi-chiplet systems and is
also evaluated in the context of multi-chiplet systems.
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The authors of the VIPS [69] work propose to use a mechanism
very similar to the write-select policy called Dynamic Write-policy.
This mechanism also chooses between write-through and write-
update policies dynamically on a per-line basis. However, VIPS
used this idea to simplify the coherence protocol and eliminate
read-indirection through the directory. In contrast, Meduza uses
write-select in order to enable write-update cache coherence in
multi-level cache hierarchies.

5.3 Comparisons of Write-Update Protocols
Versus Write-Invalidate Protocols

Stenström [78] analytically compared protocols for multiple algo-
rithms. His comparison shows that write-update protocols have
fewer coherence misses but can sometimes lead to much more
traffic on the interconnect.

Archibald et al. [5] used a probabilistic model and synthetic
traces to compare many protocols, including Dragon, Firefly, Illi-
nois, and other write-invalidate protocols. Simulations show that
write-update protocols are better than any write-invalidate protocol
regardless of workload characteristics. This result is not surprising
since this work does not simulate the interconnect congestion.

Terasawa et al. [81] compared different combinations of write-
update/write-invalidate, write-through/write-back, andwith/without
line forwarding in coherence protocols and evaluated them using an
instruction-level simulator and real benchmarks. Our work uses a
more realistic model with interconnect congestion, in which write-
invalidate protocols outperform write-update protocols.

Rohde et al. [68] evaluated the Dragon protocol for coherence
in reconfigurable accelerators. Their results show an up to an 18%
performance advantage when using Dragon vs. MOESI. Unlike men-
tioned work, our work concentrates on designing and evaluating
general-purpose multicore CPUs.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper discusses modern trends in computer architecture and
the semiconductor industry and how they affect future designs.
We find that advancements in inter-die, inter-chip, and off-chip
interconnect bandwidth, as well as the gradual decline in transis-
tor density due to Moore’s Law ending, are slowly leading to an
eventual mismatch between interconnect throughputs and the sil-
icon’s ability to utilize them. We argue that researchers should
start thinking now about design optimizations that convert excess
interconnect bandwidth into execution performance.

We discuss the write-update protocols as an example of such
design optimizations. The write-update protocols remove the data
movement between cores from a memory request’s critical path
by eliminating coherence misses at the cost of higher interconnect
utilization.

We present Meduza: a coherence protocol for modern and fu-
ture multi-chiplet systems that adapts the Dragon protocol to the
modern multi-level cache hierarchies. We study the properties of
this protocol and compare performance metrics in the baseline
multi-chiplet system with the MESIF protocol. Our simulations
show an average performance increase of +19%. Interconnect la-
tency and bandwidth, as well as the core count of the system, are
found to have a large impact on Meduza’s performance. As future

systems obtain better interconnects, become bigger, and even more
disaggregated, Meduza and write-update can provide even more
performance for these architectures.
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